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DEEP GASH GULLY, SGURR A'MHADAIDII, 
SKYE 

BY HAMISH NICOL 

ALKING slowly over the Mam path from Sligachan to Glen
brittle we had stopped for a moment to admire the grim beauty 
of Corie Tairneilear and Sgurr a'Mhadaidh etched in deep 

shadow by the last oblique rays of the sun. The gully we could not see 
save as a vertical cleft where, if possible, the shadows were more intense. 
Anxious to maintain its inviolate state, it offered no welcome invitation, 
and the sentinel buttresses that flanked its side, steep, crimson with 
sunset, seemed to emphasise the foolhardiness of our intention. For 
we had planned to climb Deep Gash Gully, if possible before the week 
was out. 

The next day, from the col between Mhadaidh and Thuilm, we looked 
at the gully again, and still could see nothing. Perhaps this impene
trable shade had discouraged earlier attempts, for not a single detail of 
the climb was visible, so deeply did the cleft bury itself within the 
mountain. It cannot be doubted then that Parker and I had misgivings. 
Goaded by our impatience and enthusiasrn, we had come to make the 
attempt on our first climbing day, we knew nothing of the difficulties 
in store, but could be certain that escape, at least in the first 400 ft., 
would be impossible. 

As is usual at this stage of the day, much time was spent in sartorial 
rearrangement, the putting on of extra sweaters, the draping of slings 
and karabiners about one "s person always takes time, but an impartial 
observer might have commented that to-day the process was pro
longing itself unduly. At last all was ready and we moved off towards 
the foot of the climb. 

Progress over the intervening chute of scree and rotten rock was 
slow : indeed the route could scarcely have escaped the castigation 
which continental guide books reserve for the blackest of their sheep : 
' voie penible, peu frequentee, danger de chute de pierres.' As we 
clawed our way down we recalled that advice had been unanimously 
in favour of an approach by Coire Tairneilear, and now could appre
ciate why. 

After about half an hour of this, an opening appeared on the right 
and Parker sh~uted that he could see the first pitch of the gully. I 
joined him. It looked awful a 40 ft. cave overhang, left wall over
hanging, right wall a sheer glass-smooth slab, the back parts of it well 
irrigated by unseen sources above. The gully's defences seemed 
in fact impregnable, save at one point far out on the right wall, where a 
narrow obliquely ascending ledge draws the climber towards a field of 
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steep curving slabs, and cunningly implants in his mind thoughts of an 
outflanking movement. Presently I found myself squatting uncom
fortably on the end of this ledge, while Parker above, assiduous charmer, 
tried to fashion the rocks into something climbable. To me scarcely a 
crinkle was visible, but the now steady hum of hand and foot-holds 
which flew past my head _belied the evidence of my eyes, and it was a 
relief when we both decided to regain the screes below. 

The direct route now offered itself for consideration, though neither 
of us thought the prospect an inviting one. From below a large 
chockstone could be seen forming the lip of the 10 ft. overhang, and 
we both agreed that a sling and karabiner round it might well have a 
decorative effect, besides possibly indicating a further line of attack. 
Accordingly I offered to put one on. The back and foot work upward 
and outwards was easier than it looked, and soon we were both on the 
screes again, lost in contemplation. Parker did in fact seem to derive 
some inspiration from the boulder caparisoned with its nylon necklace, 
for he bade me take a firm stance in the depths of the cave, and await 
further developments. Then he shot upwards, paused, grasped the 
sling firmly in both hands, and swung outwards, as it appeared into 
space. Somehow he contrived to wedge himself back and foot. Then 
a hand grasped something above. 1 'hen a vigorous pull, the most 0 

difficult and exhausting movement of the climb, brought his left foot 
up and into the sling. The next move took him by a mantelshelf on to 
the chockstone. The architect concerned had, however, thoughtlessly 
capped his mantelshelf with an overhanging rear wall. Thus it was 
difficult to avoid a neck jam in the recess so- formed, on the whole a 
painful as well as an unorthodox technique. We assembled some 
45 minutes later on the platform above the first pitch, duly chastened. 

The second pitch inspired no greater enthusiasm than did the first. 
It was 70 ft. high, a narrow cave-chimney, whose lip generously over
hung its base, perhaps by as much as zo ft. On its right wall lay a 
crack which summarily rebuffed our advances. Once again there was 
no prospect of evading the direct attack a long outward traverse by 
back and foot, a final arm heave over the top, poised above an impressive 
depth of atmosphere. 

The first part went well where a thin crack on the right wall gave 
satisfying tricouni notches. Half-way along the traverse Parker 
placed a running belay over a chockstone jammed high in the cave roof. 
Then using the sling as a handhold he reversed his position in the 
chimney, since from now on, only the overhanging left wall offered any 
holds. The climbing was exhausting, yet it required infinite delicacy 
and care. Finally only one tiny foothold remained and here it was 
necessary to change feet. Now, on the extreme point of the overhang, 
wedged back against right foot, the climber searches for a handhold 
which will enable him to surmount the last few feet. On his left, and 
directly above, there is nothing. Far out on the right, however, reached 
by an awkward body twist, is a good hold which must be firmly 
grasped in both hands. At this point, one of the most vulnerable of the 
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ascent, the toe and back are released and a hand swing made over to 
good footholds on the right. The rest is easy. 

The third pitch followed closely, a comparatively simple groove. 
Still the walls of the gully were high, dark and unscalable, but now 
only 100ft. of vertical rock separated us from obviously easier ground. 

The final chapter began in a sandy cave from which a ledge on the 
left led to a high stone jammed in the gully walls. The traverse was 
a delicate balance movement, a welcome change in a clin1b hitherto 
strenuous and rude. From our perch the way· seemed clear for 40ft., 
then it was blocked by a menacing undercut chimney which seemed 
the final obstacle to success. I led off by bridging on well spaced 
holds to a first overhang, over which a jet of \Vater continuously 
played. Obviously our opponent was well versed in the military arts, 
for it had contrived to direct its liquid fire against a point of some diffi
culty. For 5 minutes I puzzled the problem out while the waters 
sought out every defect in my clothing. Finally exasperation drove 
me up, soaked. Parker followed rapidly and paused to scrutinise the 
next 50ft. The first part of the chimney overhung, and must conse
quently be turned. He stepped down 5 ft. and placed a foot gingerly on 
the right wall ; then, balancing over he neatly climbed I 5 ft. to a piece 
of trap jutting out from the face, immediately over my head. I thought 

: of skulls and tricouni nails, and the possible effects of one on the other, 
but the hold stood fast, and quickly Parker had passed into the chim
ney, and was struggling up. it. When I came to repeat his manreuvres 
there appeared to be no holds there at all, progress being effected by 
alternate jamming of the knees and shoulders. This was undoubtedly 
the third crux of the climb, but also it was the last ; the angle of the 
rock became less severe, and easy scrambles presented themselves on all 
sides to the eye jaded by a · surfeit of vertical lines. A British rock 
climber must, however, . be something of a purist, with a nice regard 
for the difficult, and the tortuous, turning the blind side to easy alterna
tives. True to this tradition we continued up the gully, meeting en 
route three small pitches of no account, before emerging thankfully from 
our four hours of self-inflicted imprisonment. 

Flopping down, dirty and wet, we basked languidly in the heat of the 
afternoon. I thought, looking through half-closed eyes, that the 
steam rising from our clothes mingled well with the shimmering haze 
over the rocks. 
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